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 Before you, the second science-fiction story from January 2018 inspired by the 

work of Stanislaw Lem (post: "Earth Wars").

EARTH WARS

Post "Earth Wars" (from p. 17 to p. 23)

Boxoids suddenly landed. Nobody expected them. They left their spaceship to 

make contact with human civilization.
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Initially, they unsuccessfully wanted to get in touch with material things, trying to imitate 

human faces.
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Suddenly a stream of light focused on them. 

Nobody asked about anything.



EARTH WARS

The soldiers started firing. Some robots have been damaged, others destroyed.
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One of the saved robots, named Roboticon, 

demonstrated his courage. With a highly 

specialized device called Xcom, he called for 

reinforcements that rescued the survivors. 

Roboticon managed to save the mission.

 

 

The Boxoids have completed their mission 

by destroying three human cities.
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This was the only confirmed contact of people with space civilization. One of the reports, 

prepared by Boxoids, describes this duel as worthless and useless. Xerox, the spaceship 

commander who came to the rescue, described the Earthlings as "aggressive, silly, 

strange, made of water, creatures." He categorized Earth as "a small piece of stone, 

located somewhere in a wild, unexplored corner of the Universe." The Boxoid lost 

spacecraft that accidentally landed on Earth wanted to ask for a way back to their galaxy. 

Their navigation system has failed. Commander Xerox wrote in his recommendations to 

other Boxoid spacecraft that they should avoid this part of the universe. It is nonsense to 

upset those stupid and aggressive people. They will not understand the processes 

governing the universe, and their aggressive behavior is the only thing they can give to 

other highly developed cosmic civilizations.

Kseroks on the battlefield
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THE  END
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